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Abstract. These are (pedagogical review) notes on Scattering Amplitudes. I also would like to encourage and

facilitate symbolic and numerical computation as an application of Scattering Amplitudes techniques and theory

to theoretical and real-world calculations (possibly for use with the LHC or any future experiments).

For symbolic computation, I heavily use the SageManifolds v.0.7 package for Sage Math. My goal in this area

is this: we see a concept or idea from a scattering amplitude paper and we can go from the equation on the

blackboard or textbook and into (Python/Sage Math) code that immediately computes a calculation.

I keep these notes available online, openly accessible, and free for anyone, anytime (with your (financial) help

and contribution at Tilt/Open or Patreon, which is a subscription service). I want to keep these notes openly

accessible because I want to encourage anyone to freely edit, copy, and make their own notes in the spirit of

open-source software.

I continuously update these notes and post them here ernestyalumni.wordpress.com
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Part 1. Symbolic Computation

1. Using spinheli.sage

spinheli.sage is on my github and it’s open-source and I’ll try to keep it freely available so copy and edit away:

https://github.com/ernestyalumni/diffgeo-by-sagemnfd/blob/master/spinheli.sage

You can create Python objects with

make_angle_bra,make_angle_ket,make_square_bra,make_square_ket

to create 〈p|, |p〉, [p|, |p] helicity twistors respectively. In the .sage file, I’ve already included “test” 4-momentums

p_test,k_test

that you can use for the first and second momentum, 1,2, respectively.

anglebra1 = make_angle_bra( p_test )

angleket2 = make_angle_ket( k_test )

squarebra1 = make_square_bra( p_test )

squareket2 = make_square_ket( k_test )
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Then you could multiply them together in a number of ways to check identities. For instance, for

〈1|2〉[1|2]

Try this:

sage: anglebra1 * angleket2 * squarebra1 * squareket2

[-4*(sqrt(omega_k)*sqrt(omega_p)*cos(1/2*th_p)*e^(-I*ph_k)*sin(1/2*th_k) + sqrt(omega_k)*sqrt(omega_p)*cos(1/2*th_k)*e^(I*ph_p)*sin(1/2*th_p))*sqrt(omega_k)*sqrt(omega_p)*e^(-I*ph_k + I*ph_p)*sin(1/2*th_k)*sin(1/2*th_p) - 4*(sqrt(omega_k)*sqrt(omega_p)*cos(1/2*th_p)*e^(-I*ph_k)*sin(1/2*th_k) + sqrt(omega_k)*sqrt(omega_p)*cos(1/2*th_k)*e^(I*ph_p)*sin(1/2*th_p))*sqrt(omega_k)*sqrt(omega_p)*cos(1/2*th_k)*cos(1/2*th_p)]
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There is a textbook form of this review paper from Elvang and Huang [1], Scattering Amplitudes in Gauge

Theory and Gravity, from Cambridge University Press, but I don’t have the funds to purchase the book (about

$ 71 US dollars, with sales tax). It would be nice to have the hardcopy text to see new updates and to use

for research. Please help me out and donate at ernestyalumni.tilt.com or at subscription based Patreon,

patreon.com/ernestyalumni.
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